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THE

GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE.

No. IXIX.—MARCH, 1870.

ABTIC1BS.

I BRITISH FOSSILS.1

By THE EDITOR.

(PLATE IV.)

fTIHE Twenty-third volume of the Palasontographical Society's
JL published Monographs has just reached us. It represents the
annual volume for 1869 ; so that, thanks to the energetic exertions
of the Honorary Secretary, the Eev. T. Wiltshire, M.A., F.Gr.S., we
have now ten months during which the volume for 1870 may
appear, thus bringing the date of issue once more even with the
current year's subscription.

Such being the healthy state of the Society, we trust that the
Treasurer (like our present Chancellor) will not tolerate arrears, for
every year the volumes issued by this Society become more and more
valuable, and doubtless very soon they will be at a premium. The
present issue contains :—

1. Supplement to the Fossil Corals. Part II. No. 2. (Cretaceous
Corals.) By Dr. P. Martin Duncan, F.E.S., &c. (Six Plates,
pp.20.)

2. The Cretaceous Echinodermata. Vol. I. Part 3. By Dr. T.
Wright, F.E.S.E., F.G.S. (Ten Plates, pp. 13.)

3. The Belemnitidse. Part V. Oxford Clay Belemnites, &c. By
Prof. Phillips, M.A., F.E.S., &c. (Nine Plates, pp. 19.)

4. The Fishes of the Old Eed Sandstone. By Messrs. J. Powrie
and E. Eay Lancaster. Part I., concluded. The Cephalaspidse. By
E. Eay Lancaster, B.A. (Nine Plates, pp. 29.)

5. The Eeptilia of the Liassic Formations. Part II. By Prof.
Owen, F.E.S. (Four Plates, pp. 40.)

6. The Crag Cetacea. No. 1 (Ziphius). By Prof. Owen, F.E.S.
(Five Plates, pp. 40.)

Out of such a series of interesting Monographs it would seem
invidious to make a selection of one as more deserving of notice than
another; but as we propose to refer to this volume in a future
number, we will only select one paper this month for especial notice
—that by Prof. Owen upon the Pterosauria of the Lias.

1 Monographs published by the Palaeontographical Society, vol. xxiii. Issued for
1869. London : February, 1870. 4to., pp. 279, and 43 Plates.
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98 British Fossils—Prof. Owen on Pterodactyle.

Although remains of Hying Eeptiles have long been recognized
as occurring in the Lias, the Stonesfield Slate, the Greensand, and
Chalk of Britain, yet their presence has been indicated only by
detached bones—a jaw with teeth, or a skull more or less entire—
by the help of which, however, that skilful comparative anatomist,
Prof. Owen, has been enabled to prove the existence, in Britain, in
Mesozoic times, of volant reptiles far surpassing in magnitude those
marvellously perfect remains of Pterodactyles from the Solenhofen
stone.

So long ago as 1829, Dr. Buckland communicated the discovery
of parts of the skeleton of Pterodaotylus macronyx, from the Lias of
Lyme Regis, to the Geological Society of London (Trans. Geol. Soc.
1835, 4to. Vol. HI.).

Later (in. 1858), Prof. Owen described the head, &c, of probably
the same species, which he then named Dimorphodon.1

After an interval of ten years more, Mr. Henry Woodward, when
visiting Lyme Eegis in March, 1868, observed in the collection of
the late Mr. Henry Marder, M.B.C.S., an entire series of caudal
vertebras, 20 | inches in length, surrounded by ossified fibres or
tendons, so as to form a slender rod-like, and almost inflexible
rudder, closely resembling the tail of Bhamphorhynchus from the
Solenhofen stone. The specimen was at once secured for the British
Museum. In the following August, the Earl of Enniskillen sent up
from Lyme Eegis a slab of Lias (obtained by Mr. James Marder, of
Lyme), containing the greater part of the bones and head of Dimor-
phodon, showing that the remains previously described by Dr. Buck-
land in 1829, and by Prof. Owen in 1858, really belong to one
species, and, what is also very interesting, displaying remains of a
caudal series of vertebrae, identical with those forming the entire
detached tail obtained from Mr. Henry Marder.

Thus, after an interval of forty years, Professor Owen has been
enabled to reconstruct and present to palaeontologists a complete
figure of this truly remarkable type of British Pterodactyle. The
anatomist who, with a box of recent bones before him, sets to work
to build up the skeleton of a bird, or of a quadruped, finds his task
difficult; but how vastly more difficult the task, and more skilful
must be the comparative anatomist who would rehabilitate the
scattered framework of one of the ancient denizens of our world, the
fashion of whose very skeleton is now gone out of date, and has no
living analogue with which we may compare it. Such is the task
Prof. Owen has performed, and we cannot but feel a pleasure that so
rare a fossil has been rescued for the benefit of science.

Dimorphodon macronyx, as we are now able to read it, by the
light of Prof. Owen's monograph, differs in a remarkable manner
from the long-tailed flying lizard of Solenhofen (lihamphorhyncTms),
not only in the form of its head, but also in the proportions of the
hind-limbs.

In Dimorphodon the hind-limbs are large, and evidently capable
of supporting the body, both in climbing and crawling; the feet are

1 Reports (Sections) British Association, Leeds Meeting, 1858, p. 97.



British Fossils—Prof. Owen on Pterodactyle. 99

also well developed. In Bhamphorhynchus,1 on the contrary, the
hind-limbs are almost rudimentary (see Plate IV. Fig. 4), and could
have been but feeble organs, either for walking or climbing, as com-
pared to the hind-limbs of Dimorphodon (Plate IV. Fig. 1).

The skull and jaws of Dimorphodon differ remarkably from every
other Pterodactyle at present known. The head is large in propor-
tion to the trunk, not only in respect to- its. length, but more
especially in its depth, and probably also in breadth. The two
crania preserved in the British Museum both show the profile very
fairly perfect, and both exhibit the great depth of the head;
"nevertheless," writes Prof. Owen, "the shape and disposition of
the bones are such that, perhaps, no other known skull of a verte-
brate is constructed with more economy of material—with an arrange-
ment and connection of bones more completely adapted to combine
lightness with strength."

In Bhamphorhynchus the anterior portions of both the upper
and lower jaws are edentulous, and from their shape Hermann
Von .Meyer has inferred that they were covered by horny sheaths,
like the beak of a bird. In Dimorphodon, on the contrary, the
jaws throughout are armed with a combination of laniary teeth,
and more closely set and smaller serial teeth in the lower jaw.

^Referring to Dr. Buokland's original paper in the Geological
Transactions, it is extremely interesting to note that with the
limb-bones there are also figured two or three of the long slender
caudal vertebrae imbedded in osseous fibres; these, however, were
regarded by Dr. Buckland as cervical. " The tail," he observes,
" was probably longer than in P. longirostris, and may have co-
operated with the legs in expanding the membrane for flight:—a
long and powerful tail is in strict uniformity with the character of
a lizard" (p. 221.) This observation seems quite prophetic, for
no long-tailed Pterosauria were then known. (See ^Restoration,
PL IV. fig. 2.)

Professor Owen gives a careful analysis of the observations of
Hermann Von Meyer on the Pierodactyles of the Solenhofen stone.
That able naturalist and palaeontologist is, alas 1 now no more, but
his name and vast labours will be long valued by scientific men.

Von Meyer quotes Oken's opinion, "that the skull in the
Pterodactyls is intermediate in character between that of the
chameleon and crocodile," and thus concludes: " The skull of
Pterodactylus is essentially comparable only with that of Birds
«nd Saurians. The preponderating resemblance to the bird's
skull cannot be contested. Against this, however, is a remark-
able dissimilarity in certain parts which, on the other hand, ap-
proximates it to the type of Saurians." (Von Meyer, in Owen's
Mon. p. 60.)

Professor Huxley, in various papers which he has published,
has demonstrated, chiefly on osteological grounds, the close affinity
existing between Birds and Eeptiles. One of the most important

1 See Illustrations to paper, by H. Woodward, in the " Intellectual Observer,"
T«L a. 1863, pp. 443-451, " The Flying Lizards of the Secondary Eoeks."



100 G. Poulett Scrope—On Lavas.

of these papers was read before the Geological Society on the 24th
of November, 1869, and appears in the February Number of the
Society's Journal. (See G-EOL. MAG. January, 1870, p. 36.)

Professor Owen is opposed to the union of Birds and Keptiles,
and points to their affinity with the Implacental Mammals, in the
development of the embryo, in the brain, in the circulating system,
etc. He strongly combats the inference that warm blood is an
essential accompaniment of an animal endowed with the power of
flight, and cites the cockchafer as an instance of a living creature
capable of powerful flight, whose body, nevertheless, only raises
the thermometer one degree above the surrounding medium. He
maintains that the constant accompaniment of hot-bloodedness is a
non-conducting covering to the body, and that we may with cer-
tainty infer that Archceopteryx was hot-blooded, because it had
feathers, not because it could fly. We think a happier illustration
than the cockchafer (so dissimilar in bulk and organization from the
Pterodactyle) is that of the shark and porpoise—the former cold-
blooded, the latter warm-blooded—both performing the same mus-
cular feats, in following a ship for days, with equal ease. (See Prof.
Owen's Monograph, p. 73.)

Space does not admit of our pursuing this interesting subject, but
we have said enough, we trust, to show that, taking a single Mono-
graph out of the present fasciculus, forming Vol. XXIII., there is
garnered a rich store of palaeontological matter for those who care
to benefit by the works of this useful Society.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE IV.
Fig. !• Dimorphodon macronyx, Owen (J original). Restoration, copied from Prof.

Owen's Monograph in Pal. Soc. 1870, vol. xxiii., pi. 20.
Fig. 2. Probable outline of integument (greatly reduced in size).
Fig. 3. Four of the tail vertebrae of the natural size, showing the fine parallel bony

fibres which strengthen and render rigid the slender joints.
Fig. 4. Foot of Bhomphorhynehtts ($ nat. size) placed, for comparison, with hind

limb of Dimorphodon, also copied from Prof. Owen's plate.
Fig. 5. Side view of skull of Recent Saurian (Lyriocephalus).

IT.—ON THE CHABACTEK AND COMPOSITION OV LAVAS.

By G. POULBTT SOROPE, F.R.S., F.G.S., etc.

T HAVE been gratified by observing of late the appearance among
X geologists of a more general appreciation of the study of vol-
canic phenomena,—using that word in its broadest sense, as com-
prehending not merely the occasional outbursts of vapour, ashes,
and lava, but also the action of those subterranean forces, to which
alone we are indebted for the existence, now or in former times, of
any dry land whatever above the dead sea-level at which the agents
of denudation would otherwise maintain the surface of the globe.

Perhaps the tendency of recent writers on this subject has been
rather to indulge their imaginations by theorizing on the possible
nature of the interior of the earth, than to examine carefully the
facts observable on its surface. I venture, therefore, to recal those
who show this inclination to wander from the legitimate path of in-


